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2 of 2 review helpful The best way to learn history By Ann M I m a fan of her unique voice both the sound and the 
intellect on NPR This is the first book I ve read however and while I thought I d be a bit disappointed without the 
excitement of her voice I really liked her writing just as well Not every essay was a masterpiece but all were quite 
good What I see when I look at the face on the 20 bill was less co A wickedly funny collection of personal essays from 
popular NPR personality Sarah Vowell Hailed by Newsweek as a cranky stylist with talent to burn Vowell has an 
irresistible voice caustic and sympathetic insightful and double edged that has attracted a loyal following for her 
magazine writing and radio monologues on This American Life While tackling subjects such as identity politics 
religion art and history these autobiogra From Publishers Weekly A good storyteller can engage provoke and intrigue 
in a few pages or a matter of moments A great storyteller can accomplish all that while reflecting on something as 
mundane as an Italian dessert or a Midwestern bridge A regular on Publ 
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